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Chapter 727 Suppressing The News 

 

After watching Madilyn leave with the children, Roxanne went upstairs into the study and checked the 

news on her phone. 

 

The moment she went on Twitter, she saw the top trending topics. Pretty Doctor Pulled Strings To 

Advance Her Career. Jack Damaris Goes On A Late-night Date With A Pretty Doctor. Jack Damaris’ Love 

Life Exposed… 

 

One by one, the topics were either related to her relationship with Jack or casting doubt on her 

credentials as a partner in the Damaris family’s project. 

 

Just looking at those topics gave Roxanne a headache. Upon randomly clicking on one of them, she saw 

that it had almost a million views. Jack Damaris dates one of the doctors of the Damaris family’s new 

project. Their suspected relationship was exposed… 

 

Inserted underneath the title were a few blurry photographs. The first one showed Roxanne sitting 

opposite Jack in the restaurant. Both of them looked like they were chatting, while the table in front of 

them was filled with food. 

 

The second picture showed them at the staircase of the restaurant entrance. Jack turned around to hold 

Roxanne’s hand and they looked intimate. 

 

Finally, the last picture was Jack dropping Roxanne off at her home. After going through them, a sense 

of gloominess hung over Roxanne. 
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